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EngCalc(FM) is a Palm based utility for easy Calculations. Engineer's calculator is a simple utility to calculate
Engineering and Calculation. The utility includes High Resolution calculators for US units, Metric units,
Fourier Heat Transfer and conversion of mass, units, pressure, velocity, specific heat, heat transfer
coefficient, temperature, density, specific heat capacity, Froude, Grashof, Peclet, Backwards and several
more. To help engineers get to the solution in no time. EngCalc(FM) will cover all commonly used
engineering equations. EngCalc(FM) is one of the few Palm based calculators which have all the Calcs for all
the thermal applications. EngCalc(FM) will support all the currently available Palm OS versions.
EngCalc(FM) can be used for any Palm OS system. EngCalc(FM) supports both keyboard and touch screen.
Quick calculation in EngCalc(FM) will give you the solution instantly. With EngCalc(FM) you can do instant
calculator by touching calculator result. It gives you many more features for engineer. EngCalc(FM) will help
you empower your knowledge. It will help you increase efficiency. EngCalc(FM) is not only one of the best
performing Palm based calculators, but it also guarantees easy to use. Easy to navigate interface makes it easy
for anybody to work. You need not be an engineer or a math person to use EngCalc(FM). Just few taps with
your finger you will get the solution. Few customizations will enable you to get the best performance from it.
Selection of different calculators can be done easily. You can keep any of the calculator close to you. You can
store the result in your Palm and then show the result to anyone with the OS. EngCalc(FM) Palm Calculator
allows you to set the value of all the calculators to any units. EngCalc(FM) Palm Calculator provides userfriendly interface and easy to use. EngCalc(FM) Palm Calculator can be used without being an engineer.
EngCalc(FM) Palm Calculator covers a very wide area of engineering calculations. EngCalc(FM) Palm
Calculator support all the Palm OS. EngCalc(FM)
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* Best of the Best Palm OS calculator of the day. * High resolution (320 x 320) display. * 700+ buttons. * All
the frequently used equations, properties and units are available in a single calculator. * Aesthetic Pattern and
application look allows to use the Calculator with ease. * Decimal and Scientific modes for convenience. *
Supports High Resolution (320 x 320) display. * Most of the calculators are automatically set up with US
units. * Uniquely designed Calculator display for accepting input. * Most of the calculators can be setup by
entering the units, units categories and properties. * Calculation is done by flicking the thumbs. * All the
commonly used equations and properties are grouped under various categories. * Aesthetic Pattern allows
reading and writing in different formats. * Round, square and octagonal patterns are provided by default. *
Various styles and sizes are available to make the Calculator display perfect for your mobile device. * Uses
Palm Battery saving mode. EngCalc(FM) - Palm Calculator Screenshots: EngCalc(FM) Calculators:
Calculations Category: Energy & Productivity: Aerodynamics Air Psi: Acclet Acclet/Gravity Acclet/Recovery
Air Area: Drag Area: Drag Area/Mach Drag Area/Schmidt Drag Area/Viscous Drag Coefficient: Drag
Coefficient/MACH Drag Coefficient/Non-Newtonian Drag Coefficient/ Newtonian Drag Coefficient/Viscous
Drag Coupling: Drag Coupling/MACH Drag Coupling/G Drag Coupling/Schmidt Drag Coupling/Acc Drag
Ratio: Drag Ratio/Ratio Drag Resistance: Drag Resistance/G Drag Resistance/Vel Density Coefficient:
Density Coefficient/G Density Coefficient/Time Density Coefficient/Vel Density Coefficient/MACH Density
Coefficient/Schmidt Density Coefficient/MASS Density Coefficient/Viscous Density Ratio: Density Ratio/G
Density Ratio/Density Density Ratio/MACH Density Ratio/MASS Density Ratio/Time Density Ratio/Vel
Density Ratio/Schmidt Density Ratio/Vel Density Ratio/Sch 6a5afdab4c
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By choosing this option we start embedding EngCalc. To start, simply click on the embedded EngCalc icon on
the Palm menu bar. You will then see a slider indicator. Slide the slider to Mute mode. This is how you will
turn this feature off (unmute). Then click the Palm button. You will be back at the Palm menu. Click on Calc
option. Press the Edit option on the Calc screen. You will see the Options tab. From here choose "Calculate
Scientific Expressions" option. Set the Unit for conversion to be Metric, and Metric for Units, using the slider.
Press the OK button and you are all set. In moments you will see that our calculator will change to Scientific
mode. Based on your inputs, the calculator will calculate your answers instantly. You have to use the swipe on
your palm to enter values. For more details on individual calculator please visit www.pscalc.com. For more on
our operations please visit www.dfm.com. You can also Subscribe to our YouTube channel:
www.youtube.com/dfmglobal Google+ can be found at : Facebook can be found at : Twitter can be found at :
( 2 ) To enter value in Radian use the following scientific notation in function of value in degree. By choosing
this option we start embedding EngCalc. To start, simply click on the embedded EngCalc icon on the Palm
menu bar. You will then see a slider indicator. Slide the slider to Mute mode. This is how you will turn this
feature off (unmute). Then click the Palm button. You will be back at the Palm menu. Click on Calc option.
Press the Edit option on the Calc screen. You will see the Options tab. From here choose "Calculate Scientific
Expressions" option. Set the Unit for conversion to be Metric, and Metric for Units, using the slider. Press the
OK button and you are all set. In moments you will see that our calculator will change to Scientific mode.
Based on your inputs, the calculator will calculate your answers instantly. You have to use the swipe on your
palm

What's New In?
EngCalc(FM) - a complete collection of tools for engineers and scientists, starting right at your fingertips. ￭
Integrated with High Resolution and a comprehensive list of units and constants in most engineering and
scientific calculators. ￭ Change the units while calculating in the most friendly and easy-to-use manner. ￭ Go
the extra mile by calculating any of the new derived functions such as Rankine, Michell, Joule, Box-Muller
etc. EngCalc(FM)- Palm Calculator Screen Shot: EngCalc(FM) - Palm Calculator Screen Shot Specially
developed for Palm users. Just install and operate. No need to change your existing calculator application.
With EngCalc(FM)- Palm Calculator, you are never far from an engineering solution. At the tip of your
finger, use it to calculate pressure, temperature, velocity and other values in high or low resolutions. Find
solutions to your frequently occurring calculation and measurement problems with the fully integrated
EngCalc(FM) Palm Calculator. You'll soon be asking "What's that? An Engineer? Who knew?". EngCalc(FM)
Palm Calculator main functions are: ￭ Display Popular, High and Low Resolution constants ￭ Calculations ￭
Units Conversion. ￭ Natural logarithms and Logarithms ￭ Scientific and Engineering Functions ￭ Display list
of Units, Categories and Properties for selection. ￭ Different mathematical operators and functions
EngCalc(FM)- Palm Calculator helps you resolve engineering and scientific problems. Use it to calculate,
display and analyze your values at your finger tips. The fully integrated EngCalc(FM)- Palm Calculator offers
you results to any engineering or scientific problems with just a few touches on your fingers. You will now
able to access to any of the 10 calculators from EngCalc(FM) is a Real Palm OS program. With the
EngCalc(FM) - Palm Calculator, you'll be asking "What's that? An Engineer? Who knew?" Just install and
operate. No need to change your existing calculator application. Your EngCalc(FM) comes with the following
integrated functions: ￭ Pressure. ￭ Temperature. ￭ Pressure for boiling, condensing, phase change and
melting. ￭ Pressure for chemistry, combustion and heat transfer. ￭ Visc
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System Requirements For EngCalc(FM)- Palm Calculator:
Internet Explorer 9.0 or higher Mozilla Firefox 2.0 or higher Google Chrome 1.0 or higher Mac OS X Lion or
higher Apple iOS 3.0 or higher Windows 7 or higher Resolution of 800x600 or higher What is SWORD?
Sword is a free open source 2D fantasy real time action hack and slash game. It was made in Action Script 3.0
using Flash Professional CS5. Sword has been designed to run in modern browsers like Google Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox
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